Introducing Nameofthelord777
Ministry Short History and Focus
Short History of our Ministry we are non denominational Self funded Ministry. We
started in 2013 January with two branches one in Mandaue Cebu and now others in
Palawan Philippines. Because of the Deceptions of the Last Days Revealed as he promised
in these last Days like no Third Temple, Last Trump , Babylon is Fallen Fallen, and the Flat
Earth we have chosen to consolidate our emphasis into two Ministries one reaching
Philippines and the USA via Internet. Second we still have 1 active Ministry of
approximately 30 souls of Faithful disciples ranging from 3 years to 19 years of age.
(Three Ministries in Palawan are soon to be revived as the Latter Rain is coming.) We
Seek to reach the Lost and edify the Saved through the PROMOTION OF BIBLE TEACHING
RELEVANT TO THE LAST DAYS i.e. BIBLE READING/TEACHING AND SCRIPTURE
MEMORIZATION. We also have Many You Tube’s and PowerPoint studies of Various
Topics Relevant to the Bible and Christian Living and of course the End Times or Last Days.
Our Emphasis is to prepare and alert the World’s Christians to the imminent danger in
our perilous End Times and the fact that all signs point to Tribulation and at its end the
Rapture and Coming Kingdom of God on Earth known as the Millennium.
Nameofthelord777 Ministry can be contacted in Philippines by our
Main Web Page at MyJesus2ndcoming.com and Thelasttrump777.wordpresss.com

Genesis 1:6 And God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it
divide the waters from the waters. 7 And God made the firmament, and divided the waters
which were under the firmament from the waters which were above the firmament: and it
was so. The Globe is one of the greatest Deceptions ever tried by Satan. (What are you
believing and why Try a taste of the truth it will be bitter in your mouth than turn to honey in
your heart!!!)

SHEOL

Our Last Days, Jesus Return is Imminent, Flat Earth Family.
Left to Right: Joy, Achiah, Grace and Mark

Isaiah 19:19 In that day shall there be an altar to the LORD in the midst of the land of Egypt, and a
pillar at the border thereof to the LORD. (Giza Pyramid)
20 And it shall be for a sign and for a witness unto the LORD of hosts in the land of Egypt: for they
shall cry unto the LORD because of the oppressors, and he shall send them a saviour, and a great one,
and he shall deliver them. (See our Future studies for connection to the Last Days 2011-2019) If
Mason’s leave alone you can find us as This will show the “Design Boss for the Giza Pyramid” in Feet,
Sacred Cubits, Royal Cubits and ALL NEW FLAT EARTH DESIGN MILES?

“The World is Decaying from seemingly
Harmless Wizard of OZ Promoting Witches
to the latest Obamanation of Transgender
Bathrooms and an Altar to Baal was built in
London and almost in New York City.
Finally the USA Olympic Gymnasts have to
wear a Uniform honoring Baphomet!
Prepare for Holocaust type persecution ”

Your almost Late and your Future awaits are you
on the road to Destruction of Eternal Life???

Baphomet is Not only in Detroit he is in the Olympic Uniforms! When will America see
its Destiny of Destruction and Christians REPENT. Washington DC is on the 77 Parallel.
77= False Prophet/Mystery Babylon???

Baphamet statue came on July 25, 2015 to USA
it is everywhere integrated into our culture
even the Olympic Uniforms…

Baphamet is everywhere Leave the Worlds System and come Back to the
Plan of God’s Salvation. His Desire is that None are lost!!!

Revealed from God August 11, 2017 .Vive LasVegas Key in Kingsman Movie confirms
our Sept. 30,2017. Las Vegas Shooting of a gunman MK Ultra controlled with 23
Guns(Death and punishment) and 33= ties to Masons and the size of the Sun. Wake up
America!!!

Baphomet is Not only in Detroit he is in the Olympic Uniforms! When will America see its
Destiny of Destruction and Christians REPENT. Washington DC is on the 77 Parallel. 77=
False Prophet/Mystery Babylon???(aligned with Mecca)
The Nazis were not killed and Defeated in
WW2 they moved to America to Head Nasa
and all other Organizations ie Mason’s.
Washington DC is on the 77th Longitude. In
Biblical Numerology 77=False Prophet. It is
Clear as the Bible Says Mystery Babylon will
be THE World Leader of Military and Sin.
(55 Million Abortions and the Leader in
exporting Pornography to the World. ie 7080%. ) If your pride has blinded you as Matt.
24:10-12 says it will you better get ready for
Chaos. Hillary has just killed 6 people in the
last 6 weeks and CNN has said nothing.
When they come for you if you smell like a
Christian you will cry and no one will come.
Your Only Hope is Trust in Jesus of the
BIBLE. God has raised up enemies to Bring
you down since you have not decided to
Pray and Repent. Ie ISIS created by
Obama(Antichrist Forerunner), Russia
(Magog), and Iran (Persian Empire). May

Caution!!!
Advanced Studies
follow the order or
risk getting prideful
and turning back to
the world for
wisdom>>>

1. OphirisPhilippines.com
Return of Jesus foretold clearly in the Giza Pyramid Our Premier site Honoring the King of Kings and his Return!!! Special
Bonus Links to The Latest Revelations of “The God Culture and the Location of Eden, Ophir, Havilah, and Sheba all in the
PHILIPPINES!!!

2. Thelasttrump777.wordpress.com
Last Days info with a bit of everything and Archived Studies

4. Flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com
Author’s Design of God’s Flat Earth

6. Trumpputinerdoganobamaantichrist.com
Know Satan the Antichrist and his Deceptions

3. Godslastdayswisdome.com
Matt. Chap. 24 the Blue Print of the Last days in Jesus own words!

5. Nameofthelord777.wordpress.com
Basic Ministry and Biblical Foundational Studies

7. Future Effort
Not revealed to the Author at this time… stay informed and keep
looking up your redemption draweth nigh!!!

Nameofthelord777 Ministry
Promising to tell the Greatest Story
Ever of Jesus Return in these Last
Days, as long as I have Breathe!!!
OCC – Oasis of Christ’s Children
2013-Millennium

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leelands 14 year plan with Sun and Moon Speed Revelations

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

I’am I’am and the
deceiver is NOT I’AM

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!)

Mark Twain a
mason, speaks
the truth. It is
easier to fool
the people
than convince
them they have
been fooled!!!

God’s Flat Earth: Everything
Comes from Giza Gods witness
and testimony. Isa 19,20
31,504 mi
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Sea Level
When Traveling Down the Firmament the Sun changes 10.84 miles
per day in elevation. The Sun and Moon as they both travel a
Fibonacci curve they cris crossing down the firmament creating the 14
phases of the moon. The Moon changes elevation per day by 67.05
miles a day and stays at 45 ° to the Flat Earth North Pole.

God’s Throne = 88022 mi. above the NP = Great
White Throne of Judgment Rev. 20:11

New Jerusalem =
31,504 mi. = Rev. 21:2

4950 mi.

3960 mi.

Sun and Moon Horizontal
Speeds moving in the firmament

2970 mi.

6th = 12,870 mi. Venus & Mars
5th = 7920 mi. Mercury & Earth

7th = 20,790 mi. Saturn & Jupiter Jesus & NJ

Jesus Abode = 31,680 mi.
8th = 33,660 mi. Neptune & Uranus

9th = 54,450 mi. Pluto & Angels

10th Firmament = God’s Throne= 88,022 mi.
(88022 Trump text)

Teaching the keys to the heights
and distances of the Sun and
the Moon from
Sea Level and the
North Pole.

 778 mph at the Tropic of
Cancer (BNM=Good News)
 1037 mph at the Equator
(BNM=Falling Away)
 1296 mph at the Tropic of
Capricorn (BNM= New
Jerusalem)

Sea Level

When Traveling the Firmament, the Sun with a complete cycle = 365.24 days changes 10.84 miles in elevation as it travel a
Fibonacci curve crisscrossing the Moon down the firmament. The Moon creating the 14 phases changes elevation and increases
by 67.05 miles a day with a complete cycle = 59.06 days. Daily snapshots from the same spot will create the Analemma. For
More Details go to flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com

xyzKing Authors Life Defined
by God to establish the early
Church and Make away for
America to be Mystery
Babylon and discover the
North Pole/ Garden of Eden

King Authors II Life Defined
by God to establish and
discover America to be
Mystery Babylon and
discover the North Pole/
Garden of Eden and finish
st
on the Year KJV 1 temple
destroyed.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

King Author II life details from birth to death
Judgments during each shmetah
years

King Author Died after discovering the
Americas

comet of
desolation Palindrome
555(height of washington monument

Gregorean Year as
example because of
hebreww year timing
2022=2022 and 2023.
the year 28 ad is
actually 28/27 ad.
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Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

King Authors II life begins in 517 AD(523
adjusted)=BNM=216birth-207Death
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SHAMEFUL LUSTS
OF THE PAGANS

[SHEKINAH GLORY
OF GOD]

207

216

And it shall come to pass in that
day, that the remnant of Israel, and
Isa. such as are escaped of the house of
Judg
10 v Jacob, shall no more again stay upon
5
20 him that smote them; but shall stay
upon the LORD, the Holy One of
Israel, in truth.

Isaiah 10:20-34 the Remnant of Israel are those who have come to trust in the Lord.
The remnant shall return is reminiscent of the prophets son, Shear-jashub. The
Slaughter of Midian at the rock of Oreb occurred centuries earlier in the days of
Gideon (Judges 7:15). It symbolizes the overwhelming power of divine intervention in
human affairs.

523

But the word of the LORD was unto
them precept upon precept, precept
Isa.
upon precept; line upon line, line
28 v upon line; here a little, andthere a
13
little; that they might go, and fall
backward, and be broken, and
snared, and taken.

Isaiah 28:1-13. The prophecies of this section (28:1-33:24) each announce a Woe
(doom) upon Israel and Judah. They probably date from the reign of Hezekiah and the
time of the Assyrian threat. Each "Woe" is a legal condemnation of death. The first
one is pronounced against the crown of pride... the drunkards of Ephraim. The
reference is to Samaria the capital of Ephraim ( the northern kingdom) which was
situated on a hill that resembled a crown. The prophet denounces because they have
erred through wine and strong drink. Both priest and prophet have joined the
debauchery of the nation. The familiar reference to precept upon precept; line upon
line is to be taken negatively, not positively. The prophet is quoting the people who
are weary of his prophecies and are complaining that his repetitious message ("rule
upon rule") is annoying. Since they will not listen to God's messenger, He will speak
to them with another tongue, that of the Assyrians who will take them into captivity.

Psa
45

Shall I not, as I have done unto
Samaria and her idols, so do to
Jerusalem and her idols?

Isaiah 10:5-19 Like an offended father dealing with a disobedient son, God used the
Assyrian as a rod of … anger to discipline Israel . Howbeit he meaneth not so indicates
that the Assyrians did not intend cooperate with God, but in the Providence of God
they cooperated unwittingly. The cities listed in verse 9 are on a direct line from
Nineveh (capital of Assyria) to Jerusalem. (Capital of Judah.) Note that Samaria is
already listed as Fallen. The prophets intention is to make it clear that Assyria will not
conquer Israel by her own power but by Gods permission

Isa.
Josh
10 v
20
11

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

King Authors II life dies=207/
586 (adjusted for Christ death=+6)(year of temple
destruction.)
207
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Isa. Shall I not, as I have done unto
Josh
207
10 v Samaria and her idols, so do to
20
11
Jerusalem and her idols?
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Then shall he give the rain of thy
seed, that thou shalt sow the ground
Isa.
Psa
withal; and bread of the increase of
30 v
108
the earth, and it shall be fat and
23
plenteous: in that day shall thy cattle
feed in large pastures.

Isaiah 10:5-19 Like an offended father dealing with a disobedient son, God used the
Assyrian as a rod of … anger to discipline Israel . Howbeit he meaneth not so indicates
that the Assyrians did not intend cooperate with God, but in the Providence of God
they cooperated unwittingly. The cities listed in verse 9 are on a direct line from
Nineveh (capital of Assyria) to Jerusalem. (Capital of Judah.) Note that Samaria is
already listed as Fallen. The prophets intention is to make it clear that Assyria will not
conquer Israel by her own power but by Gods permission
Isa. 30:18-33 Because God is gracious and has been willing to wait for His people to
return to Him, He will certainly bless those who wait for him. "Waiting" is a confident
and dependent trust in God. The reference to the bread of adversity, and the water of
affliction shows that God teaches us lessons through circumstances when we will not
listen to our teachers who call us to walk in the way (i.e., the way of God). Tophet is
used as a symbol for the fires of hell where the breath of the Lord, like a stream of
brimstones, kindles the flame.

King Authors I Life Defined
by God to establish and
protect the early Church and
finish on the Year Septuagint
nd
2 Ezra temples completion
date ie 352 AD

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leelands Giza Pyramid Score lines may signify Pre Flood
Time frame back to Aeon 1 =31104 AM or 29088 BC
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Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

King Authors I life ends in 352 AD from 310(352 adjusted year the first temple
destroyed)=BNM=239birth=God fills a New Prophet-245=Death=time of the end=kills prophets
239

GOD’S SPIRIT FILLS A NEW
PROPHET
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They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain:
Isa. 11 v
for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the LORD,
9
as the waters cover the sea.
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1 Sam 3
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And in that day there shall be a root of Jesse, which shall
Isa. 11 v
1 Sam 4
stand for an ensign of the people; to it shall the Gentiles
10
seek: and his rest shall be glorious.

[FAITHFUL WITNESS]

241

And it shall come to pass in that day, that the Lord shall
set his hand again the second time to recover the
Isa. 11 v remnant of his people, which shall be left, from Assyria,
1 Sam 5
11
and from Egypt, and from Pathros, and from Cush, and
from Elam, and from Shinar, and from Hamath, and from
the islands of the sea.

????

GOD’S SPIRIT FILLS A NEW
PROPHET
GOD’S SPIRIT FILLS A NEW
PROPHET
GOD’S SPIRIT FILLS A NEW
PROPHET
*GOD’S SPIRIT FILLS A NEW
PROPHET]
GOD’S SPIRIT FILLS A NEW
PROPHET

FATHER’S BLESSING
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SAINTS GO TO HEAVEN
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WATCHMAN
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1 Sam 6

And he shall set up an ensign for the nations, and shall
Isa. 11 v
assemble the outcasts of Israel, and gather together the
12
dispersed of Judah from the four corners of the earth.
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SAINTS CROWNED
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HOLY ANGELS
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1 Sam 7

Isa. 11 v
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FALSE MESSIAH APPEARS
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CITY OF PEACE
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1 Sam 8

But they shall fly upon the shoulders of the Philistines
Isa. 11 v
toward the west; they shall spoil them of the east
14
together: they shall lay their hand upon Edom and Moab;
and the children of Ammon shall obey them.
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1 Sam 9

And the LORD shall utterly destroy the tongue of the
Isa. 11 v Egyptian sea; and with his mighty wind shall he shake his
15
hand over the river, and shall smite it in the seven
streams, and make men go over dryshod.
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FALSE MESSIAH RULES
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DEVOTED TO THE LORD
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1 Sam 10

And there shall be an highway for the remnant of his
Isa. 11 v people, which shall be left, from Assyria; like as it was to
16
Israel in the day that he came up out of the land of
Egypt.

The envy also of Ephraim shall depart, and the
adversaries of Judah shall be cut off: Ephraim shall not
envy Judah, and Judah shall not vex Ephraim.

Isa. 11:10. The Messiah is again referred to as a root [shoresh] of Jesse as in verse 1.
He is clearly Jewish, for He will stand for an ensign of the people (amim, a term
applied to the Jewish people). Yet Isaiah goes on to say that this is the banner the
Gentiles seek. Thus Isaiah is predicting a time when salvation will come to the Gentiles
as well as to the Jews.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Dark ages started in 369 AD after the King Author I death
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288-290 Jubilees(288
jubilees *7=2016AD . 289
jubilees *7=2023AD. 290
jubilees
*7=2029AD(Adjusted Years
ie
2023+6BC=2029Nameofthel
ord Years

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Final 3 Jubillees start in 2009 (2016 adjusted for Christ birth in 6 BC=2016nameofthelord) then
2016 (2023 adjusted for Christ birth in 6 BC=2023 nameofthelord) then 2023 (2029 adjusted for
Christ birth in 6 BC=2029nameofthelord)

288 jubilees=2016 MAKE RESTITUTION !

289 jubilees=2023 GIVE GLORY TO GOD !

290 jubilees=2029 HOLY ONE OF ISRAEL
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WORLDLY LIFE
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2 Sam Isa. 14
21
v 14

I will ascend above the heights of the
clouds; I will be like the most High.

289

2 Sam Isa. 14 Yet thou shalt be brought down to hell, to
22
v 15
the sides of the pit.

290

2 Sam Isa. 14
23
v 16

They that see thee shall narrowly look
upon thee, and consider thee, saying,
Is this the man that made the earth to
tremble, that did shake kingdoms;

Isaiah 14:12-23 Lucifer most certainly refers toSatan. Now we see the real power behind the Gentile
monarchs. Thus Isaisiah Uses that fall of Satan, which is an assumed fact to illustrate the fall of the
Babylonian king. The Name of Lucifer is actually the Latin designation for the morning star. (lit., “Lihght
Bearer). Ther Hebrew (Helel) means the” bright one. “ As the morning star speedily disappears before
ther rising sun so Satan, the angel of Light, will be banished to outer darkeness by the coming of hrte
Son of God.

Isaiah 14:12-23 Lucifer most certainly refers toSatan. Now we see the real power behind the Gentile
monarchs. Thus Isaisiah Uses that fall of Satan, which is an assumed fact to illustrate the fall of the
Babylonian king. The Name of Lucifer is actually the Latin designation for the morning star. (lit., “Lihght
Bearer). Ther Hebrew (Helel) means the” bright one. “ As the morning star speedily disappears before
ther rising sun so Satan, the angel of Light, will be banished to outer darkeness by the coming of hrte
Son of God.

Isaiah 14:12-23 Lucifer most certainly refers toSatan. Now we see the real power behind the Gentile
monarchs. Thus Isaisiah Uses that fall of Satan, which is an assumed fact to illustrate the fall of the
Babylonian king. The Name of Lucifer is actually the Latin designation for the morning star. (lit., “Lihght
Bearer). Ther Hebrew (Helel) means the” bright one. “ As the morning star speedily disappears before
ther rising sun so Satan, the angel of Light, will be banished to outer darkeness by the coming of hrte
Son of God.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leelands Giza Pyramid Score lines may signify Pre Flood
Time frame back to Aeon 1 =31104 AM or 29088 BC

Why are the Illuminati and
Masons and Jesuits giving
you the Mocking Tongue???

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Mocking tongue of
Masons

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Mocking tongue of
Masons

Why are the Illuminati and
Masons and Jesuits giving
you the Mocking Tongue???
Answer is they know what
you don’t… and they are
blaming the coming of
Christ on Climate Change
and you are buying it!!!

Conclusion

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leelands 14 year plan with Sun and Moon Speed Revelations
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I’am I’am and the
deceiver is NOT I’AM

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!)

Mark Twain a
mason, speaks
the truth. It is
easier to fool
the people
than convince
them they have
been fooled!!!

God’s Flat Earth: Everything
Comes from Giza Gods witness
and testimony. Isa 19,20
31,504 mi

Great White throne of
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Sea Level
When Traveling Down the Firmament the Sun changes 10.84 miles
per day in elevation. The Sun and Moon as they both travel a
Fibonacci curve they cris crossing down the firmament creating the 14
phases of the moon. The Moon changes elevation per day by 67.05
miles a day and stays at 45 ° to the Flat Earth North Pole.

God’s Throne = 88022 mi. above the NP = Great
White Throne of Judgment Rev. 20:11

New Jerusalem =
31,504 mi. = Rev. 21:2

4950 mi.

3960 mi.

Sun and Moon Horizontal
Speeds moving in the firmament

2970 mi.

6th = 12,870 mi. Venus & Mars
5th = 7920 mi. Mercury & Earth

7th = 20,790 mi. Saturn & Jupiter Jesus & NJ

Jesus Abode = 31,680 mi.
8th = 33,660 mi. Neptune & Uranus

9th = 54,450 mi. Pluto & Angels

10th Firmament = God’s Throne= 88,022 mi.
(88022 Trump text)

Teaching the keys to the heights
and distances of the Sun and
the Moon from
Sea Level and the
North Pole.

 778 mph at the Tropic of
Cancer (BNM=Good News)
 1037 mph at the Equator
(BNM=Falling Away)
 1296 mph at the Tropic of
Capricorn (BNM= New
Jerusalem)

Sea Level

When Traveling the Firmament, the Sun with a complete cycle = 365.24 days changes 10.84 miles in elevation as it travel a
Fibonacci curve crisscrossing the Moon down the firmament. The Moon creating the 14 phases changes elevation and increases
by 67.05 miles a day with a complete cycle = 59.06 days. Daily snapshots from the same spot will create the Analemma. For
More Details go to flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leeland’s’ Last Day timing with Sun and Moon speeds added
for emphasis

